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ABSTRACT
This thesis analyzes the thermodynamics of a power system coupling two renewable
heat sources: low-temperature geothermal and a high-temperature solar. The process,
referred to as a dual-temperature geothermal-solar Kalina hybrid cycle, is analyzed in
detail and then compared to appropriate single-heat source power systems, in order to
assess any thermodynamic synergies. With increasing demand for more efficient
renewable sources of power generation, a plant design where the working fluid is heated
(and partially vaporized) by low- to medium-temperature geothermal brine, before being
further vaporized by solar heat, presents an opportunity for efficient operation of the
power plant. Given a set of design parameters and the constrained optimization of
decision variables, a design basis plant configuration is first chosen. Then, the power
output attained by the Kalina hybrid is compared to that attained by a combination of a
geothermal organic Rankine cycle and a solar standalone steam cycle, with the same
boundary conditions.
The Kalina hybrid plant is found to produce 9.5 MW of power, with 100 kg/s of
geothermal brine and a solar-to-geothermal heat input ratio constrained to 1. The system
performance is increasing in the working fluid low pressure and decreasing in the
ammonia molar concentration, at the cost of a corresponding increase in solar-to-
geothermal heat input ratio. On a design power comparison basis, the hybrid
configuration displays no thermodynamic synergy between geothermal and solar energy
modes. Specifically, the hybrid plant produces 29% less net power than the combined
single-energy mode plants. No assessment of possible economic synergies is attempted.
Potential changes to the current Kalina hybrid cycle that can lead to higher
thermodynamic performance include regenerating heat within the cycle; using the solar
high quality heat source in alternative locations in the cycle; employing one pressure-
turbine loop instead of two; using reheat between the two turbines; and investigating
other plausible working fluid mixtures including hydrocarbons and refrigerants.
Thesis supervisor: Alexander Mitsos
Title: Rockwell International Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1. Introduction
With increasing demand for energy and recent technological advancements, the makeup of
our civilization's energy resources has become a topic of prime interest. Similarly, the question
of whether the current resources humankind is extracting energy from will be sufficient in a few
decades has come under greater scrutiny. In this context, academic milieus and policy makers
alike have been pushing for the integration of renewable energy sources in the energy grid.
Renewable energy sources are an alternative to current widely utilized fossil fuels. These
latter traditional energy sources (coal, gas, and oil) suffer from both (a) their finite extractable
amount and (b) their harmful environmental footprint, through high levels of greenhouse gases
emission for example. Wind power, solar power (thermal and photovoltaic), hydro power,
biomass, and geothermal power are all considered renewable sources of energy. These
alternatives give the opportunity to decrease the relative demand for primary energy sources and
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from energy generation and consumption.
Geothermal and Solar Energies
Geothermal energy is thermal energy generated and stored in the Earth in the form of high-
pressure brine or hot dry rock: the adjective geothermal originates from the Greek roots geo,
meaning earth, and thermos, meaning heat. Earth's geothermal energy comes from the original
formation of the planet, from radioactive decay of minerals, and from volcanic activity. The
temperature gradient between the core of the planet and its surface drives a continuous
conduction of thermal energy in the form of heat, whose extraction has been ongoing for the past
century.
By 2008, there were about 11,000 megawatts (MW) of geothermal power installed capacity
in 24 countries (Bertani et al., 2008). Geothermal power has been proven to be cost-effective,
reliable, sustainable, and environmentally friendly (see Section 2 for details), but has been
limited to areas near tectonic plate boundaries. Recent technological advances have expanded the
range and size of viable and profitable geothermal resources (Glassley, 2010).
Solar-powered electricity generation relies on either direct conversion of sunlight into
electricity using photovoltaic panels (PV) or indirect conversion through concentrated solar
power (CSP). In the latter applications, solar irradiation is concentrated toward a fluid (or solid)
that can reach relatively high temperatures. This high quality heat source can then be transferred
to a working fluid and drive a turbine in a steam power plant, for example.
Solar-powered energy extraction technologies have known extensive advancements in the
last two decades, and are proven to be a sustainable and environmentally friendly source of
energy. However, they are hardly cost-effective and remain among the most expensive
alternative energy resources, with levelized costs of energy as high as 40 #/kWh for the most
advanced technologies (U.S. Department of Energy, 2007). Other energy sources can cost
5-10 #/kWh, which has led governments to subsidize solar power applications in the interest of
integrating environmentally friendly energy sources into the grid. In addition, sunlight is an
intermittent source of energy, which leads to operational and design issues in solar power
applications.
Environmental Advantages of Renewable Energies
Closed-loop geothermal power production is mostly environmentally benign (in traditional
open-loop geothermal steam plants, this is not necessarily the case). When compared to those
generated by traditional fossil fuels, for example, greenhouse gas emissions are almost non-
existent for closed-loop renewable energy systems. The marginal emissions from geothermal
brine extraction are in the range of 0-5% of those generated in a coal-burning power plant
(Geysir, 2009). Further, geothermal power production uses a relatively low amount of land per
MW of power generated, and it is free of waste disposal and fuel transportation issues associated
with other forms of energy use. Nevertheless, public fear of geothermal energy extraction's risk
of inducing earthquakes remains important. As far as solar energy's environmental footprint is
concerned, it is also minimal. However, it uses a relatively large amount of land per MW of
power generated.
Utilization of Low-Temperature Geothermal Resources
Whereas a few decades ago, only high-temperature geothermal brines were usable for power
generation in conventional steam plants, today even low- to medium-temperature resources (i.e.
geothermal brine with temperatures at or below 150'C) are viable for power generation using
binary technologies (Kalina, 1995).
Binary power plants utilize a working fluid (usually organic). The working fluid operates
through a conventional Rankine cycle: the geothermal brine transfers heat to the fluid through
heat exchangers, in which the fluid heats and vaporizes; the vapor produced drives a turbine, is
then cooled and condensed, and the cycle begins again. When suitable working fluids are
selected, binary systems can be designed to utilize geothermal brine in the temperature range of
85'C to 210 C. The upper limit depends on the thermal stability of the working fluid, and the
lower limit on technical-economic factors: below this temperature, the size of the exchangers
required to transfer heat from brine to working fluid would render the project uneconomical.
By adding a relatively high quality heat source (solar) to a relatively low quality heat source
(geothermal), power plant operators are able to increase overall plant performance significantly.
In one study carried out by the MIT Energy Initiative (MITEI) for ENEL, it was estimated that
approximately 70,000 m2 of solar parabolic trough collectors could increase the net power output
of a geothermal Rankine power plant, for a situation where the existing plant was oversized for
the available geothermal resource. The need for hybridization, identified by ENEL, led our team
at the MITEI - led by Randall Field - to experiment with coupling these two heat sources in
search for potential thermodynamic synergies.
Binary power cycles are the focus of this thesis; they include the Organic Rankine Cycle
(ORC) and the Kalina cycle. As will be detailed in the next section, the present work uses a
modified design of the Kalina cycle, in which a low-temperature geothermal heat source is
complemented by a high-temperature solar heat source. This cycle configuration is studied in
detail and then compared to other appropriate binary power plant designs, in order to assess any
thermodynamic synergy it might offer.
2. Literature Review
The Kalina Cycle
The Kalina cycle, invented by Dr. Alexander Kalina in 1980, is used in geothermal power
plants geared toward electricity generation using low- to medium-temperature geothermal
resources (Nasruddin et al., 2009). The Kalina cycle is a particular binary cycle that uses a multi-
component working fluid, as opposed to the single-component working fluid of traditional binary
cycles - that said, most studied Kalina cycles use a mixture of ammonia and water as a working
fluid. The Kalina cycle thus presents an alternative configuration to the traditional Organic
Rankine Cycle (ORC). In fact, the Kalina Cycle can be described as a marriage between a
Rankine binary cycle power cycle and an ammonia absorption refrigeration cycle.
The schematic below (Figure 1) shows the basic steps undertaken by the working fluid -
typically an organic compound such as a hydrocarbon or a refrigerant - in an ORC power plant.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) plant configuration for geothermal power.
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The basic Kalina cycle uses a binary or multi-component working fluid. The working fluid
mixture, in a sub-cooled liquid state, is brought to a high pressure and heated to partial
vaporization. One of the merits of the Kalina cycle is that is achieves temperature-enthalpy
curves in the vaporizer that reduce entropy losses (see Section 4.2). The mixture is then flashed
to separate high and low boiling point working fluids; the low boiling point component is then
expanded through a turbine, while the high boiling point component is used to heat the binary
working fluid prior to evaporation. In a final step, the components are mixed after the low
boiling point component is condensed (see Figure 2 for basic Kalina cycle configuration
schematic).
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Figure 2. Schematic of the Kalina cycle plant configuration for geothermal power. In this case, the
two-component nature of the working fluid necessitates flash separation downstream of the vaporizer.
The first-ever Kalina cycle plant was constructed and tested at Canogo Park, CA. It used gas
from a waste heat facility as its heat source. From its inception, the Kalina concept was shown to
display theoretical thermodynamic efficiencies higher than those obtained in traditional organic
Rankine cycles (El-Sayed and Tribus, 1985). Ron DiPippo, 2004, compares a Kalina ammonia-
water cycle with the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) and remarks that in certain configurations,
the former may have higher thermal efficiencies than the latter by up to 30%.
Kalina power plants can also benefit from lower Operation and Maintenance (O&M) costs -
not capital investment costs - than those of traditional organic Rankine cycles. In one study by
Leibowitz and Markus (1990), the Kalina plant design, designated as System 12, is 40% less
expensive per unit of installed capacity than commercial binary plants at the time. However,
Kalina cycles can require more extensive process control than ORCs, due to their variable
working fluid composition at different stages of the cycle (an added degree of freedom to the
system).
The Kalina technology has been developed over the past two decades, with several variants
on the Kalina concept that are specifically applicable to different types of heat sources. For
instance, Dr. Kalina and the company Exergy, Inc. have produced a number of systems for
various applications, and they have improved the efficiency of the original system. On the other
hand, commercial implementation of Kalina configurations is still in its incipient stage. The first
commercial plant was tested by Leibowitz and Mirolli in 1997 and built by the DOE in Los
Angeles, CA.
Although relatively few studies have been conducted on the performance of Kalina cycles for
geothermal power generation, Kalina and Leibowitz investigated a geothermal application of the
technology as early as 1989. A 2MWe Kalina Cycle System (KCS) is also currently operating in
Hdisavik, Iceland, and it uses the ammonia-water combination as a working fluid (Leibowitz and
Micak, 1999 and Chandrasekharam and Bundschuh, 2008). In particular, Nasruddin et al. carry
out the energy and entropy analysis of the simple geothermal Kalina cycle configuration, while
varying the ammonia mass fraction in the mixture. They validate their model of the real
installation in Hu'savik, Iceland, and conclude that the Kalina cycle efficiency can be increased
via either an increasing ammonia molar fraction at constant turbine outlet pressure or a
decreasing turbine outlet pressure at constant ammonia molar fraction (Nasruddin et al., 2009).
Limitations of (Kalina) Geothermal Power
Various reports from industry note that the output of a given geothermal power plant tends to
decrease over its twenty- to forty-year lifetime, due to decreasing resource temperature at the
geothermal wells. Also, the capital investment costs of a standard Kalina power plant can reach
around 1.5 times higher than those of a traditional Rankine cycle power plant with a similar net
power output, due to expensive flash drums and larger heat exchangers (Zamfirescu and Dincer,
2008).
Finally, one can reasonably question the use of ammonia as the main working fluid
component in Kalina power plant applications (see Part 6). The literature and proof-of-concept
Kalina power plants justify the use of ammonia as follows:
- Ammonia is less hazardously inflammable than more conventional working fluids. Also,
it is self-alarming and vents easily;
- Ammonia is environmentally benign, when compared to organic working fluids;
- There is a proven safety record in ammonia synthesis; and
- Ammonia is available in industry at competitive prices, since it is the sixth largest
chemical produced in the United States.
They note, however, that an ammonia-water solution is corrosive, and therefore material
selection problems may arise when it comes to turbines and heat exchangers (Recurrent
Resources, 2003).
Hybrid Power Plants
Geothermal Kalina and organic Rankine cycles have been shown to efficiently generate
power from low- to medium-temperature heat sources. Their use in conjunction with other
renewable energy resources, however, is a novel topic of research. Lolos and Rogdakis present
results on a study of a hybrid absorption power cycle, in which the ammonia-water mixture is
partially vaporized using a solar (thermal) heat source at a medium temperature, before the vapor
resulting from its separation is superheated by a secondary, external heat source and expanded in
the turbine. They develop a numerical model to analyze the system thermodynamically. They
conclude that, for this set of conditions, solar energy is able to achieve a satisfactory heat
gain/cost ratio at current competitive electricity prices of $0.05 to $0.06 per kWh (Lolos and
Rogdakis, 2009).
From this, it follows that applications where the working fluid is heated (and partially
vaporized) by low- to medium-temperature geothermal brine before being further vaporized by a
solar heat source present an opportunity for efficient operation of the power plant. As the next
part explains, this reports details the thermodynamic performance of one such configuration: a
dual-temperature Kalina cycle for geothermal-solar hybrid power systems.
3. Project Context, Objectives, and General Approach
Project Context
One cycle commonly used as a basis for comparison to the Kalina ammonia-water cycle is
the supercritical organic Rankine cycle (Zamfirescu and Dincer, 2008). The work in this thesis
follows logically from an investigation carried out by an MIT-led team in the summer of 2010,
as part of the long-standing ENEL-MIT research collaboration (Tester et al., 2010). This work
investigates the performance of a hybrid power plant configuration in which the geothermal
supercritical Rankine cycle is complemented by a solar collector field. The latter provided
additional high-temperature heat, in order to increase the power output of the plant. A
supercritical cycle is one where the working fluid heating takes place at a pressure greater than
the fluid's critical pressure.
As was demonstrated by the work at the MIT Energy Initiative, the use of geothermal and
solar-thermal heat sources to drive an organic Rankine cycle did not provide thermodynamic
synergy (Tester et al., 2010), as this strategy did not take full advantage of the high-quality heat
from the solar fluid (from a thermodynamics standpoint). This initial work with geothermal-
solar hybrid cycles did, however, spark interest in the opportunity to combine high-temperature
solar heat with low- to medium-temperature geothermal heat to obtain a competitive power
cycle.
The present work explores the merit of a conceptual process that, according to our team led
by Randall Field of the MIT Energy Initiative, has potential in this respect. The process is
referred to as a dual-temperature geothermal-solar Kalina hybrid cycle. This cycle is different
from traditional Kalina cycles, because it includes vaporizing flash drums at two different
temperatures. The geothermal heat source partially vaporizes a water-ammonia mixture at a
relatively low temperature. The liquid phase remaining after the first vaporizer is water-rich, and
this liquid is then vaporized at a higher temperature using the solar-thermal energy source. The
two vapor streams feed two separate turbines. This cycle is fully described in Part 4 of this
report.
Advantages of this hybrid cycle, when compared to traditional Kalina cycles, might include:
a higher overall thermal efficiency; a relatively steady throughput for the low-temperature
turbine, which is favorable for off-design operation; and flexibility in the ratio of geothermal to
solar heat sources.
Advantages of this hybrid cycle, when compared to an ORC hybrid cycle (such as the one I
studied in the summer of 2010 at the MITEI), might include: desired temperature-enthalpy
curves in the vaporizer, with low irreversible entropy losses because of the boiling curves of the
water-ammonia mixture; and enhanced control of the cycle through adjusting the water-ammonia
mixture composition.
Project Objectives
The primary motivation for this research project is to investigate the potential of hybridizing
a Kalina geothermal power cycle by adding solar energy as a high-temperature heat source.
Specifically, motivations of the present work include:
- To study an innovative solar-geothermal hybrid energy conversion system in detail;
- To analyze and understand the cycle performance variations of the abovementioned system
when important input variables are changed;
- To assess the potential thermodynamic synergies from this particular hybrid system as
compared to an appropriate combination of geothermal and solar standalone power plants. The
comparison is such that boundary conditions and assumptions are the same for both power plant
mixes; and finally
- To discuss a number of engineering changes that could provide ground for higher cycle
performance, should future work on this and similar plant configurations be undertaken.
For clarity, project motivations have been mapped into four clear objectives.
Objective 1. Generate a complete design basis plant configuration for the Kalina geothermal-
solar hybrid plant, according to requested design specifications made by Randall Field of the
MIT Energy Initiative.
Objective 2. Carry out sensitivity studies varying the main decision variables to determine the
hybrid plant design basis (no off-design simulations) and to understand the relationship between
input conditions and plant performance metrics.
Objective 3. Provide a preliminary assessment of potential thermodynamic synergies from the
hybridization of geothermal and solar energy conversion modes in such a configuration.
Objective 4. Identify potential improvements to enhance the Kalina hybrid cycle performance.
The research presented here is concerned with engineering analysis and innovation on the
basis of an optimized design for the Kalina hybrid cycle. However, off-cycle optimization and
year-round energy production for the plant is out of the scope of the current work. Concepts
developed in this thesis can be applied to future work on hybrid power plant configurations and
the off-cycle optimization of such plants - in fact, a discussion (Part 6) provides thought in that
direction.
General Approach
To provide a thorough thermodynamic analysis of the Kalina geothermal-solar hybrid plant,
the rest of this report is structured in three main parts.
The first part of the analysis (Part 4) walks the reader through the steps leading to the chosen
design basis for the Kalina hybrid plant. In this part of the analysis, the parameter inputs and
decision variables are described and a design basis plant configuration is chosen, based on the
plant configuration and design constraints. Results include the main plant performance
characteristics and a series of sensitivity studies monitoring the impact of main decision
variables on the plant's thermodynamic performance.
The next part of the analysis (Part 5) assesses potential thermodynamic synergies achieved
by the hybrid plant. That is, the analysis compares the design basis power output attained by the
Kalina geothermal-solar hybrid to that attained by a combination of a geothermal Rankine cycle
and a solar stand-alone steam cycle with the same energy resources. This provides a useful
preliminary look into any potential thermodynamic benefits from such a hybrid plant
configuration.
A discussion (Part 6) elaborates on changes to the present hybrid configuration that could
potentially enhance its performance. Finally, the thesis concludes on the viability of the proposed
design and provides the most promising improvements to the design. The appendices
(Appendices A & B) provide additional information about technical plant details.
4. Dual-Temperature Geothermal-Solar Kalina Hybrid Plant
This part of the thesis details the calculation methodologies that lead from the plant
characteristics to a chosen design basis for the plant parameters and to the behavior of the plant
performance to input condition changes.
4.1 Power Cycle
The analysis focuses on a Kalina geothermal cycle complemented by solar heating. The
proposed plant configuration is shown in a simplified schematic (Figure 3). The working fluid is
an ammonia-water mixture; in Kalina plant configurations, the additional degree of freedom of
varying the composition of the working fluid mixture at different stages of the power cycle is an
important characteristic (see Section 4.2).
The geothermal fluid heats the working fluid mixture and partially vaporizes it. Then the
ammonia-rich vapor is expanded through the low-pressure turbine (LP-TURB), while the water-
rich liquid is heated by the solar heat source before it is expanded through the high-pressure
turbine (HP-TURB) to generate power. All analysis is based on the Aspen model detailed in
Appendix A.
WF-PUMPI
Figure 3. Proposed Kalina geothermal-solar hybrid plant configuration with ammonia-water WF
with variable composition. The solar heat transfer fluid loop is omitted for clarity; only an equivalent
heater component is included in the diagram (HX-SOL). The flash drums (LP-FLASH and HP-FLASH)
yield ammonia-rich vapor above and water-rich liquid below.
An air-cooled heat rejection system (ACC) is used in this system. This relatively costly
condenser system is chosen because this plant might be operating in a location where cooling
water is unavailable or too expensive. The same system is chosen for all other cycles used for
comparison purposes in Part 5.
In the hybrid configuration, the solar heater is placed between the second pressure pump
(WF-PUMP2) and the high-pressure expander (HP-TURB). Parabolic trough collectors are
assumed as a concentrating system, using a sun tracking system. This system allows solar
incident radiation to heat the working fluid up to temperatures around 360'C.
Another feature of the Kalina hybrid cycle is the total absence of vacuum sections, which are
typical in steam cycles. Steam systems typically reach sub-atmospheric pressures at the turbine
exhaust, and they require deaerators to eliminate air that may leak into the system. With water-
ammonia mixtures, however, it is preferable for the system to avoid such pressures (Kalina et al.,
1995), which is respected in this configuration.
We note that ammonia has a molecular mass of 17 kg/kmol, which is close to that of water
(18 kg/kmol). From a practical perspective, this ensures that ammonia can be expanded in
conventional steam turbines without considerable customization (Kalina, 1986). A detailed
technical directory of all specifications and calculations made in Aspen is provided in
Appendix A.
4.2 Working Fluid
For this Kalina hybrid cycle, the chosen working fluid to be used in Aspen simulations is a
two-component mixture containing ammonia and water (Table 1).
Table 1. Working fluid components and respective boiling points at atmospheric pressure.
Boiling Point
Component I(at 1 atm)
H20 100*OC
F NH3 -33*C
As mentioned in Part 2, Kalina thermodynamic cycles use a working fluid with two or more
components, with the ammonia-water combination being the most popular in proof-of-concept
applications. One power cycle analysis by Hettiarachchi et al. (2007) reveals that an ammonia-
water Kalina cycle indeed achieves higher geothermal water efficiency than an equivalent ORC.
At any given (subcritical) pressure, indeed, the mixture boils over a range of temperature; this
means that the thermal matching attained in the heat exchanger is superior to that attained with
single-component working fluids (in subcritical states).
In Figure 4, for example, the simplified temperature profile for the ammonia-water mixture
(red line) is consistently closer to the "hot side" profile (blue line with an arrow) than that of
pure water (blue line with a plateau). This guarantees lesser irreversible entropy losses, and
therefore an improved heat exchange. An efficiency gain is thus achieved by the ability of this
working fluid to closely parallel the temperature of the heat source.
Hot Side
Key: mixture boils at a variable temperature
Mixture
Temperature
Saturated Liquid (pinch point)
saturated vapor H20: isothermal boiling
H20 NH 3-H20
Heat Transferred
Figure 4. Improved heat transfer from hot to cold stream when using ammonia-water mixture as the
working fluid, as compared with water.
With higher concentrations of ammonia in the mixture, the temperature at which the water-
ammonia composite starts to boil decreases, and the potential to vaporize the mixture at low
temperatures increases. With regards to the optimal concentration of ammonia in the working
fluid mixture, there exists a common range in the literature. In the report by Bliem (1989) for the
U.S. Department of Energy, the molar concentration of ammonia is assumed to be 70%. In the
Kalina cycle design studied by Leibowitz and Markus, the water-ammonia working fluid uses an
ammonia molar concentration as high as 85%. Both Kalina configurations are geothermal, single
pressure and single turbine cycles. The temperatures reached by the working fluid in these
studies is at or below 150'C.
In order to achieve the greatest possible plant efficiency, it is advantageous to choose the
working fluid composition to obtain the minimum exergy losses in the heat exchangers. As a
practical matter, the applicable optimal range for a standard single-pressure, single-turbine
Kalina plant configuration using only geothermal energy as a heat source lies between 55 and 75
percent by molar concentration of the low boiling point component (i.e. ammonia), although not
necessarily for all cases (Kalina, 1986). According to Alexander Kalina's findings, it is generally
advisable to include at least 20 to 25 percent by weight of the higher boiling point component
(this is in fact close to its concentration by weight, since water and ammonia have similar
molecular weights of 18 and 17 kg/kmol, respectively). In this two-pressure, two-turbine Kalina
hybrid plant configuration, however, the Results section shows that the chosen molar
concentration of ammonia is only around 25 percent (the discussion in Section 6.1 further
expounds on this).
In Kalina cycles, the mixture is heated in three phases: initially the sub-cooled liquid is
preheated up to the bubble point, where it becomes saturated; the fluid is then boiled and its
temperature further increases, and in the last phase the vapors are superheated. The superheated
vapors are expanded in a turbine and then condensed to the initial sub-cooled state.
4.3 Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium: Comparison of Aspen Property Methods.
In the study of a thermodynamic cycle, it is necessary to validate the Vapor-Liquid
Equilibrium (VLE) states used in the analysis by reconciling them with available experimental
data. This is because the choice of property method used to predict the evolution of the working
fluid mixture composition as it boils in the heat exchangers has a substantial effect on the
accuracy of the model as a whole. This fact is reinforced by the relatively large pressure range
under which this particular plant configuration operates: the lowest pressure in the cycle is on the
order of 1 bar, while the highest is on the order of 100 bar. As a matter of fact, certain property
methods available in the Aspen software are better predictors of the VLE states at relatively low
pressures, while other are better predictors of these states at relatively high pressures.
In the present work, three Aspen property methods were selected from the property method
database, because of their known efficacy in two-component VLE predictions: ELEC-NRTL
(without chemistry calculations), SR-POLAR, and REFPROP. The experimental data was
gathered from a study on the ammonia-water mixture by Guillevic et al. (1985) for a pressure
level of 10 bar. This pressure level is considered an appropriate basis for the VLE comparison,
since the working fluid experiences pressures within one order of magnitude below and above
this pressure level (that is, in the range of [1; 100] bar).
Figure 5 shows that REFPROP is the best property method in predicting experimental data
points with minimal error. Predictions for all three property methods are comparable in accuracy
for the Tx curve, but REFPROP has the best accuracy for the Ty curve. We note that each
property method can potentially fit the experimental data to a higher degree if parameter fitting is
considered. However, despite several years of progress, parameter estimation for non-ideal
mixtures is still an area of investigation (Mitsos et al., 2009). Finally, the trend observed here is
assumed to be consistent at other pressure levels, given the characteristics of REFPROP (see
below).
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Figure 5. Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium (VLE) comparison for the ammonia-water working fluid
mixture among three Aspen property methods (REFPROP, ELEC-NRTL without chemistry, and SR-
POLAR) to experimental data at a pressure level of 10 bar. REFPROP is chosen given it most closely
predicts experimental data.
REFPROP is an acronym for REFerence fluid PROPerties. The method, developed by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), provides tables and plots of the
thermodynamic and transport properties of industrially important fluids and their mixtures, with
an emphasis on refrigerants (of which ammonia is an example) and hydrocarbons.
REFPROP is based on the most accurate pure fluid and mixture properties currently
available. It implements three models of thermodynamic properties of pure fluids: equations of
state explicit in Helmholtz energy, the modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state, and an
Extended Corresponding States (ECS) model. Mixture calculations employ a model that applies
mixing rules to the Helmholtz energy of the mixture components; it uses a departure function to
account for the departure from ideal mixing. Viscosity and thermal conductivity are modeled
with either fluid-specific correlations, an ECS method, or in some cases the friction theory
method (NIST website).
Finally, built-in Steam Tables are used for water properties, and air properties are modeled
by the Benedict-Webb-Rubin-Starling (BWRS) equation of state (EOS) model. This is done for
consistency with air property calculations in other cycle simulations (Part 5).
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4.4 Performance Metrics
The analysis involves two performance indicators: (1) the thermal efficiency of the cycle,
?lthermal, and (2) a net power output Coefficient Of Performance (COP) for the cycle, COPower.
Both criteria are defined in this section. Criterion (1) is used instead of the utilization efficiency,
because in geothermal-solar hybrid systems, the exergy associated with the electromagnetic solar
radiation is still a controversial subject without general agreement. Note that the exergy content
of a given stream represents the difference between the maximum power output from the stream
in steady flow and that obtained at ambient conditions (Zamfirescu and Dincer, 2008). It is often
used in chemical engineering applications. Criterion (2) is used instead of the net power output
for the cycle, because the former does not provide information about the performance of the
hybrid cycle as compared with that of combined standalone plants while the latter does.
First, COPower is a function of the plant's net power output. The net power output of the
cycle is defined in a conventional way, taking into account positive contributions of the turbines
and negative contributions of the cycle pumps and condenser:
Wnet = Wturb-gen - Wtpumps - WACC, (1)
where Wturb-gen represents the gross power output from the turbine-generators, Wpumps
includes the working fluid and geothermal fluid pumps work load, and WAcc represents the
power consumption of the Air-Cooled Condenser (ACC) fans. The latter is a function of the
variable air mass flow rate in the design mode (Section 4.6).
Then, we define a reference net power output, Wref as follows:
Wref = lgeo-only * Qgeo + 7solonly * Qsoi, (2)
where %geo-only and 17soloniy represent the thermal efficiencies of geothermal standalone and
solar standalone plants (Appendix B), respectively, and Qgeo and Qsoi denote the heat duties on
the geothermal and solar heat exchangers in the Kalina hybrid, respectively. Thus, Wref
represents the net power output obtained if we simply used a combination of appropriately-sized
geothermal and solar standalone plants instead of the hybrid plant. Note that any performance
variations associated to changes in plant size are not accounted for in the Aspen models used in
this thesis.
Finally, the COPower is the ratio of Wnet to Wref:
COPpower - W t (3)Wref
Choosing an appropriate design basis configuration while focusing on COPpower is considered
appropriate for the purposes of this study. We use COPpower rather than the net power itself to
implicitly incorporate a comparison of the hybrid plant performance to that of the geothermal
and solar standalone plants. COPP,,W,, compares the hybrid plant net power output to that of a
combination of low-temperature geothermal Rankine and high-temperature solar steam plants
(with the appropriate heat inputs). This metric thus takes into account the fact that higher
temperature heat sources allow power cycles to reach higher thermal efficiencies than lower
temperature heat sources do, relatively. This concept is illustrated in Figure 6, which shows
attainable thermal efficiency levels with increasing working fluid temperatures in an arbitrary
power cycle.
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Figure 6. Carnot thermal efficiency as a function of working fluid high temperature. The Carnot
efficiency is the highest theoretically attainable efficiency in a power cycle, for each working fluid
temperature level (ambient temperature assumed to be 20*C). High temperature solar heat enables a
relatively higher efficiency (r7 s 29.13%) than that enabled by low temperature geothermal heat
(7 geo-only = 12.44%).
The straight line shows the thermal efficiency line that would be achieved with a COPower of
1; i.e., for a hybrid power cycle that does as well as the individual standalone power cycles
combined together. Values of COPpoWer below 1 (represented by points below the line segment
drawn on the graph) would therefore indicate that the hybrid power plant has a comparatively
lower performance than two individual power plants with the same overall heat input.
For the cycle thermal efficiency, criterion (1), the definition is based on the First Law of
thermodynamics and is given as the ratio of the net power output from the cycle to the rate of
heat input to the cycle:
tIthermal = Wnet (4)
where Q includes heat duties on both the geothermal, Qgeo, and the solar, Qso, heat
exchangers. This quantity measure the total heat input to the system.
The choice of design basis parameters for the hybrid cycle must be based on either Eq. 3 or
Eq. 4 - but not both, since the optimal cycle parameters may differ depending on which is used.
For a plant configuration using heat sources with different temperatures - namely, a geothermal
low-temperature heat source and a solar high-temperature heat source - choosing the design
basis by optimizing rjthermal can be expected to drive towards relatively more Qso, than Qgeo. This
is because the former generally results in higher levels of power output, given a similar heat
input. However, QsoI is generally more expensive than Qgeo. Therefore, in order to incorporate
implicit techno-economic tradeoffs into the analysis, a suitable choice of values for the decision
variables is made by maximizing COPpower, i. e. Eq. 3, while setting an upward limit on the
acceptable solar-to-geothermal heat input ratio (defined in Subsection 4.7.1).
4.5 Cycle Fixed Parameters
All cycles analyzed were constrained by the same parameters; these are given as follows:
- Geothermal fluid mass flow rate: 100 kg/s
- Geothermal fluid source temperature: 150 0 C
- Dead-state temperature (design basis air ambient temperature): 20'C
- Turbine isentropic efficiency: 85% for fully-vapor expansions
<85% when liquid present (using the Baumann rule)
- Mechanical/generator efficiency: 98%
- Pump efficiency: 80%
- Condenser degrees of sub-cooling: 2'C
- No pressure drop in any heat exchanger
- Solar collectors assumptions (used only when solar collection area is calculated)
o Thermal efficiency: risol-thermai= 75%
o Optical Efficiency: rlopticaf= 75% (Tester et al., 2010).
The following specifications are set in design mode for the heat exchangers:
- Geothermal heat exchanger (HX-GEO) hot stream outlet temperature: 70*C
- Solar heat exchanger (HX-SOL) working fluid outlet temperature: 360'C.
4.6 Calculation Methodology
Design Basis Methodology. For the fixed values of the parameters listed above, the following
parameters are varied:
- Working fluid high pressure 1, P (at outlet of first pump, state 2A in Figure 3)
- Working fluid high pressure 2, P2 (at outlet of second pump, state 8 in Figure 3)
- Molar concentration of ammonia in the working fluid mixture, CNH3 (at state 2C in
Figure 3).
The air mass flow rate through the ACC was set such that the air temperature rise is exactly
half of the temperature difference between the working fluid condensing temperature and the
ambient air temperature. This arbitrary rule is based on the results from a prior study, which ran
multiple cases using the HTFS design program for air-cooled exchangers. This rule-of-thumb
minimizes the capital cost of the air-cooled condenser (ENEL-MIT Project 1, February 2008).
The parasitic power to run the air-cooled condenser fans is modeled as a nearly constant
0.115 kW per kg/sec of air throughput, at the nominal speed of rotation of the ACC fans (242
rpm). This result is used as a fixed parameter during the cycle optimization. The value originates
from real plant data analyzed by the MIT team in 2010 as part of another project with ENEL.
Finally, the cycle state points were calculated along with both performance indicators (Eqs. 3
& 4). The turbine exit state was checked to ensure that the working fluid is mostly dry at the
outlet of the turbine for all optimized simulation runs (quality of 85% or more). The optimum
configuration was selected using the power COP as the optimization criterion. All technical
details of the Aspen design basis optimization file (Kalina Hybrid Design Basis.bkp) are
included in Appendix A.
4.7 Results from Kalina Hybrid Cycle Analysis
This section exposes chosen plant decision variable values and the resulting performance
parameters, as described above.
4.7.1 Cycle Design Basis Performance
The parametric study varies three decision variables and records the variation of the two key
performance variables: the power Coefficient Of Performance (COPower) and the cycle thermal
efficiency (r7 thermal). To this goal, main system parameters are fixed to values summarized in
previous sections. These values are chosen based on engineering data specific to the present case
study. The decision variables are the pressure at the outlet of the first working fluid pump, the
pressure at the outlet of the second working fluid pump, and the molar concentration of ammonia
in the working fluid mixture.
This study resulted in a design basis for the Kalina hybrid plant. This first set of results
concerns the design parameters of the chosen base case. We note that the design basis is chosen
in order to present a typical performance of the Kalina hybrid configuration, while keeping the
solar-to-geothermal heat input ratio at or below 1 and the turbine outlet pressure above
atmospheric pressure. The former is defined as follows:
$ratio - &, (5)Ogeo
where Q0so, and Qgeo are the heat inputs from the geothermal and solar heat sources, respectively.
A value of Qratio = 1 signifies that the plant uses as much solar heat as geothermal heat; we
did not choose the design basis among those cases where the value of Qratio was greater than 1,
in the purpose of maintaining the initial concept of a geothermal heat source complemented by
solar heat.
Design Basis Simulations Results. The ambient conditions for the design of the hybrid plant
are an ambient temperature of 20'C and an atmospheric pressure of 0.85 bar (generic site chosen
at the arbitrary altitude of Reno, NV). Given these conditions and the simulation steps detailed
above and in Appendix A, the plant design parameters are obtained in Aspen Plus; see Table 2.
Table 2. Design basis key parameters for the Kalina geothermal-solar hybrid plant (chosen for
maximum power COP, with Qratio< 1 as a constraint).
Working fluid (WF) mass flow rate kg/sec 25.6
WF mass flow rate in LP turbine kg/sec 12.2
WF mass flow rate in HP turbine kg/sec 13.4
Low-pressure turbine inlet 0C 120.3
temperature
High-pressure turbine inlet *C 360
temperature
Turbine outlet pressure bar 0.86
Air mass flow rate through ACC kg/sec 8508.1
Brine inlet temperature C 150
Brine outlet temperature C 70
Ammonia molar concentration % 25
Pressure
(low-pressure turbine inlet)
Pressureba10
(high-pressure turbine inlet)
A side result from the design basis optimization is the
the solar heat input found. This is found to be
ASOL - QS"
DNImax*Tisol-thermal*77optical
solar collector area (ASOL) required by
= 57,580 m 2,
where Q0so, is the solar heat duty (in W), DNImax is the maximum solar incident radiation
(assumed to be 1,000 W/m 2), and riso1-thermai and rioptical are the thermal and optical
efficiencies of the solar collectors, respectively (Section 4.5).
Table 3 provides a comprehensive set of the plant key power and performance metrics for
the chosen design base case.
(6)
Table 3. Key plant power calculations and performance metrics for the Kalina hybrid cycle.
Turbines gross power output MW 10.7
WF pumps power parasitic MW 0.19
ACC power parasitic MW 0.98
Net power output MW 9.57
Net power output reference MW 13.53
Sol/Geo heat input ratio -- 0.96
Thermal efficiency % 14.45
Power COP -- 0.702
In addition, Figure 7 shows the temperature profiles inside the heat exchanger between the
geothermal brine and the working fluid mixture for the chosen set of design basis conditions. The
cold temperature profile (blue curve) confirms the close match between the ammonia-water
mixture and the brine, which is expounded upon in Section 4.2.
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Figure 7. Temperature profiles for the brine (red line) and the ammonia-water mixture (blue line) in
the main heat exchanger, HX-GEO. The close match between the two curves is enabled by the two-
component nature of the working fluid.
Finally, Table 4 shows the variable composition of the ammonia-water mixture as it passes
through the different states of the cycle. The composition of the liquid mixture is 25.0%
ammonia and 75.0% water, by mole.
Table 4. Selected state-point properties for design basis case of Kalina hybrid cycle.
33.0 0.86 0.75 0.25
2A 33.0 3.5 0 0.75 0.25
2B -- -- -- -- --
2C 33.0 3.5 0 0.75 0.25
3 120.3 3.5 0.48 0.75 0.25
4 120.3 3.5 1 0.547 0.453
5 79.7 0.86 0.95 0.547 0.453
6 120.3 3.5 0 0.94 0.06
7 121.8 105 0 0.94 0.06
8 360.0 105 1 0.94 0.06
9 360.0 105 1 0.94 0.06
10 93.5 0.86 0.85 0.94 0.06
11 87.3 0.86 0.90 0.75 0.25
4.7.2 Sensitivity Studies
Sensitivity Study Methodology. In the Aspen simulation file (Kalina Hybrid Design Basis
Plant.bkp), we activate a sensitivity study named THEFF. The study refers to a geothermal
resource where the liquid brine is available at a temperature of 150'C, and the solar parabolic
trough system can heat up the working fluid to a temperature of up to 360'C. This tool calculates
the value of the thermal efficiency and the power COP for a series of discrete values of working
fluid pump pressure and ammonia molar concentration (the latter is entered manually for the
purpose of this study). The sensitivity study is activated and plant parameters and performance
metrics are calculated. The sensitivity study considers three variables:
- Working fluid high pressure 1, P, (in state 2A): [2; 10] bar, in increments of 0.25 bar
- Working fluid high pressure 2, P2 (in state 7): [20; 150] bar, in increments of 5 bar
- Ammonia molar concentration in the mixture, CNH3: [20; 30] %, in increments of 1%.
Sensitivity Study Results. Variations of performance metrics (17 thermal and COPpower) with
decision variables (PI, P2, and CNH3) is used to determine the appropriate design basis cycle
configuration reported in Subsection 4.7.1.
From the simulation results, we provide graphical evidence of the plant behavior as decision
variables are varied across their specified range. In addition, we report the variation of the solar-
to-geothermal heat input ratio with these decision variables to provide appropriate context for the
constrained choice of the design basis. Figures 8 through 16 are briefly interpreted below.
Note that in all plots, the working fluid pressure at the outlet of the first pump (state 2A) is
denoted by P, or "P1," and that the working fluid pressure at the outlet of the second pump (state
7) is denoted by P2 or "P2."
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Figure 8. Variation of thermal efficiency with P, (in bar).
Thermal efficiency increases with increasing working fluid pressure (in state 2A). This is
because at higher pressures, higher relative amounts of working fluid pass through the high-
pressure turbine, while the turbine outlet pressure remains approximately constant. The
incremental increase in thermal efficiency is decreasing in magnitude as P, increases (that is, the
curve is concave-shaped). Also, the working fluid pressure at the outlet of the second pump (P2)
does not affect the relationship between the two variables substantially.
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Figure 9. Variation of power coefficient of performance with P, (in bar).
The power coefficient of performance increases with increasing working fluid pressure (in
state 2A). As P, rises, work output in the high-pressure turbine increases (while work load on the
pumps doesn't increase substantially) and therefore COPower increases. This relationship is true
within the pressure range considered in this sensitivity study; we note, however, that for different
cycle configurations one could observe a different relationship between COP,,,,, and P. In
Figure 9 as in the previous one, we observe that as higher pressure levels are reached (PI), the
effect decreases in magnitude (that is, the curve is concave-shaped). Also, as P 2 increases, the
ability of the cycle to reach higher performance levels decreases in magnitude.
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Figure 10. Variation of solar-to-geothermal heat input ratio with P (in bar).
Figure 8 is largely explained by Figure 10 above. Higher thermal efficiencies come at the
expense of a higher relative solar heat input into the cycle. At P = 9 bar and P2 = 150 bar, for
example, the solar input accounts for as much as 75% of the total heat input to the cycle. The
corresponding value of the thermal efficiency (21%) is therefore attainable only in a solar-
dominated plant design, which is not a scenario that is in line with the initial concept design for
the Kalina hybrid.
Figure 11. Variation of thermal efficiency with P 2 (in bar).
Figure 12. Variation of power coefficient of performance with P2 (in bar).
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The trend observed in Figures 11 & 12 is interesting, as both the thermal efficiency and the
power coefficient of performance rise with working fluid high pressure (P2) until they reach their
respective maxima (at different pressure levels) and thereafter decrease with increasing pressure.
This is explained by the consequences of an increase in P2 . As the pressure increases, the
pressure ratio in the high-pressure turbine increases (which leads to higher values of -q therma and
COPower) but the degree of superheat of the working fluid decreases after the solar heater (HX-
SOL), for the same solar heat input. The latter consequence leads to a less vapor-rich mixture
exiting the high-pressure turbine (HP-TURB). As a result, the Baumann penalty increases for the
turbine efficiency (at lower vapor fraction levels, the turbine efficiency drops significantly,
according to a rule detailed in Appendix A). The maximum occurs when the positive effect of an
increase of P2 on the pressure ratio obtained in HP-TURB is no longer superior to its negative
effect on the turbine efficiency.
We note that the fact that maxima are attained at only slightly different pressure levels for the
thermal efficiency (P.,x,,ff= 105 bar for P, = 3.5 bar) and the power coefficient of performance
(Pmax,COp 1 10 bar for P = 3.5 bar) implies that the two performance metrics are almost
interchangeable as one chooses an appropriate design basis. This is true in the present case,
where the solar-to-geothermal heat input ratio is subject to a constraint.
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Figure 13. Variation of solar-to-geothermal heat input ratio with P2 (in bar).
The solar-to-geothermal heat input ratio in Figure 13 weakly decreases with increasing
working fluid high pressure. This is explained by the fact that at higher pressures (P2), the
amount of solar heat necessary to bring the mixture to a fixed temperature of 360*C decreases
(while the geothermal heat input, the working fluid mass flow rate through HX-SOL, and the
composition of the mixture through HX-SOL are held constant). This is due to the juxtaposition
of isobaric temperature-enthalpy lines for the ammonia-water working fluid. At a constant
temperature, the equivalent latent heat for the mixture is smaller as pressure rises, for a constant
mass flow rate and approximately constant heat capacity Cp (C, is a weak function of pressure
and a high function of temperature, relatively). Note that we use the word equivalent to signify
that for a mixture, the change of state does not occur at a constant temperature, but rather occurs
over a range of temperature.
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Figure 15. Variation of solar-to-geothermal heat input ratio with ammonia molar concentration
(in %).
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Thermal efficiency and power coefficient of performance decrease with increasing ammonia
molar concentration in the mixture. This is because as the mixture gets richer in ammonia (in
state 2C), a larger amount of fluid evaporates in the geothermal heat exchanger, relatively. This
leads to relatively more mass flow rate flowing through the low-pressure turbine (LP-TURB) and
therefore less work output. This result is not compensated for by the decrease in the solar heat
duty, as relatively less fluid is heated by solar heat and expanded in the high-pressure turbine
(see Figure 16 below).
Moreover, as CNH3 increases, the turbine exhaust pressure increases (and the pressure ratio
obtained in the turbines accordingly decreases), which leads to lower net work output levels in
the cycle. This is because as the working fluid becomes more concentrated in ammonia, higher
pressures at the turbine exhaust are required to satisfy the design specification on the
condensation temperature in the ACC.
Finally, the effect of changing P on the absolute levels reached by performance metrics is
substantial, in this case. As P, rises, indeed, a significantly higher pressure ratio is attained in the
low-pressure turbine (LP-TURB), which lead to more work output and higher thermal
efficiencies for the cycle.
Figure 16. Variation of solar-to-geothermal heat input ratio with ammonia molar concentration
(in %).
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5. Thermodynamic Synergy Analysis
The previous part analyzes the Kalina geothermal-solar hybrid plant's thermodynamic
performance in detail. In view of the thermodynamic analysis, however, one makes the following
observation: in order to correctly assess whether coupling the two energy modes - geothermal
and solar - is thermodynamically attractive, one would have to compare the performance of the
hybrid plant to that of a meaningful combination of single energy mode-plants. The following
sections therefore detail the results of a comparison to determine what hybridization entails in
terms of enhancing purely thermodynamic performance. In what follows, no economic
considerations are taken into account.
5.1 Overall Methodology
To approximate potential thermodynamic advantage of the Kalina hybrid plant over a
combination of a geothermal standalone plant and a solar standalone plant, it is necessary to
evaluate three quantities:
- The design basis power output for the Kalina geothermal-solar hybrid plant, denoted by
WHYBRID-KALINA;
- The design basis power output for the geothermal binary plant (with the same geothermal
resource as in the Kalina hybrid), denoted by WGEO; and
- The design basis power output for a solar steam plant (with the same collection area and
solar heat duty as in the Kalina hybrid), denoted by WSOL.
The first quantity is a particular case of the Part 4 analysis: it is the design basis power
output of the Kalina hybrid plant (Table 3). The other two quantities are the result of additional
Aspen modeling and optimization; these are the object of Appendix B. A primary assessment of
the hybrid plant's thermodynamic relative performance simply consists of the direct comparison
of WHYBRID-KALINA to the sum of WGEO and WSOL. If the former is greater, then apparently there
exists thermodynamic synergy as a result of hybridization; if the latter is greater, then apparently
there is no synergy.
An ideal comparison would rely not on the design basis power output (theoretical MW for a
particular set of conditions) for each of these plants, but on the annual energy production (useful
GWh). The annual energy production is based on expected off-design performance accounting
for diurnal and seasonal conditions. In this report, we rely on the design basis power output -
less definitive - comparison simply because, given the time constraints on this project, the more
rigorous GWh comparison was considered out of scope for the different plant configurations.
Finally, in order to make a fair comparison, all cycle operations are constrained to the same
conditions for the low-grade heat source, the high-grade heat source, and the heat sink. More
exactly, for all cycles the temperature of the geothermal brine at the inlet (1 50*C) and the outlet
(70'C) of the low-temperature heat exchanger, as well as the mass flow rate of the brine (100
kg/sec) are the same. Similarly, the upper limit of the temperature reached by the working fluid
at the outlet of the solar heating is the same for all cycles where a high-temperature heat source is
used (360'C).
5.2 Comparative Analysis: Results
For clarity, we consider the design power output values of the three plant configurations
considered, and we formulate preliminary conclusions based upon the size of the Kalina hybrid
design power compared to that of the sum of the two single-energy-mode power values. Table 5
summarizes the results of this part of the analysis.
Table 5. Thermodynamic synergy due to the hybridization of geothermal and solar energy modes.
Energy Mode Design Basis Net Power Output(MW)
Geothermal-only Plant, WGEo 4.2
Solar-only Plant, WsOL 9.4
Geothermal-only + Solar-only 13.6
Kalina Geothermal-Solar Hybrid, WKALINA-HYBRID 9.6
Synergy: Kalina Hybrid vs.
Geo-only + Sol-only (-4.0)
There appears to be a negative thermodynamic synergy, i.e. no synergy from the
hybridization of geothermal and solar energy modes. As mentioned above, this result does not
automatically extend to the annual energy production of these plants. However, it provides a
coherent comparison basis to assess preliminary prospects of thermodynamic gains from
hybridization.
5.3 Synergy Analysis: Conclusion
We analyze potential synergies between the two energy modes: geothermal and solar. To that
end, we compare the design performance of the Kalina hybrid to that of two independent single
energy-mode plants - a geothermal plant and a solar thermal steam plant - constrained to the
same resources. We find that on a power comparison basis, positive synergies between
geothermal and solar energy modes are not present. No assessment of possible economic
synergies is attempted.
Here, we mention that a more rigorous comparison between the hybrid plant and the two
standalone plants would include not a geothermal organic Rankine cycle, but rather a geothermal
Kalina cycle instead. Also, the results obtained here put the hybrid at a substantial
thermodynamic disadvantage, while both the geothermal-only and the solar-only reference cycle
configurations include heat regeneration. Heat regeneration is not included in the current Kalina
proposed hybrid cycle; including it would therefore likely moderate the conclusion of negative
thermodynamic synergy (Part 6, Subsection 6.3.1).
Finally, this analysis provides a useful assessment of hybridization from a purely
thermodynamic standpoint. The conclusion reached in this section does not account for any
economic incentives that may be associated with solar energy installations. Similarly, it does not
address any issues associated with potential power agreements where seasonal or time-of-day
power pricing are relevant parameters.
6. Discussion
We have compared the performance of the proposed Kalina geothermal-solar hybrid cycle to
that of an appropriate combination of two single energy-mode plants (a solar thermal plant and a
geothermal Rankine cycle plant). We have concluded that the proposed hybrid plant, in its
current configuration, does not present any thermodynamic synergy when combining geothermal
and solar heat sources. In this part, we elaborate on the disadvantages of the current plant
configuration (Section 6.2); then we cover some changes that could potentially lead to higher
performance of the plant (Section 6.3). Finally, we outline one alternative plant design that
incorporates some of the main changes mentioned (Section 6.4). This alternative is not
investigated by Aspen simulations or otherwise quantitatively evaluated.
6.1 Performance of the Current Kalina Hybrid Plant Configuration
The analysis in Parts 4 & 5 shows that the proposed Kalina hybrid plant does not display at
least some of the thermodynamic characteristics hypothesized in Part 3. In this section, three of
these characteristics are briefly discussed. In the next section (Section 6.2), we summarize the
major disadvantages of the current plant configuration.
Higher thermal efficiency than those of traditional Kalina cycles
The thermal efficiency of the proposed Kalina hybrid cycle, using geothermal and solar heat
in approximately same amounts (i.e., with Qraio ~ 1), is 14.5%. Comparatively, thermal
efficiencies in low-temperature Kalina geothermal configurations reach 10-11%, and those
attained in solar steam cycles are in the 25-30% range. Therefore, the performance of the present
Kalina hybrid cycle can be viewed to come short of performing as well as a combination of
standalone geothermal and solar plants with equal heat inputs from both sources (see Figure 6).
Flexibility in the ratio of geothermal to solar heat sources
Analysis has shown that a high degree of flexibility in the ratio of geothermal to solar heat
sources is in fact possible. For instance, the Qatio defined in Part 4 varied from 0.25 up to 3 in
various sensitivity studies. At the lower bound, the solar heat source only accounts for 20% of
the whole heat input to the cycle; at the upper bound, it leads to thermal efficiencies as high as
22% and accounts for 75% of the heat input to the cycle. Therefore, the advocated flexibility is
indeed found in this Kalina hybrid. However, in the latter case the hybrid cycle really becomes a
solar-powered Kalina plant complemented by geothermal power, which defies the initial concept
design of this hybrid configuration.
Low exergy losses in the heat exchangers
Given the two-component nature of the working fluid in the Kalina cycle, desired
temperature-enthalpy curves were obtained inside the brine-working fluid heat exchanger(s)
(HX-GEO) because of the favorable boiling curves of the ammonia-water mixture (Figure 6).
This is satisfactory, even though the molar concentration of ammonia in the mixture is only 25%
in our chosen design.
Note: Ammonia-water composition difference between proposed Kalina hybrid cycle design base
case and Kalina cycles studied in the literature.
The ammonia molar concentration in our chosen design basis for the Kalina geothermal-solar
hybrid is 25%. This is substantially different from the ammonia concentrations present in the
Kalina cycle-related literature overviewed in Part 2. Madhawa et al. (2007) expose a design for
a Kalina Cycle System 11 (KCS 11) characterized by: 80-90% molar concentration of ammonia,
working fluid high pressure of 25-40 bar, turbine outlet pressure of 7-10 bar, and turbine wetness
of 1-4%. Another study by Lazerri and Bruzzone (1995) optimizes a Kalina cycle of moderate
complexity and concludes that 75-90% of molar concentration of ammonia, working fluid high
pressure of 25-30 bar, and turbine outlet pressure of 7-9 bar are optimum conditions. We note
that in all these studies, working fluid temperatures are below 150'C, whereas in the hybrid they
reach 360*C. In the abovementioned papers, main advantages of the chosen design parameters
mentioned include:
e High exergetic efficiency, which is tied to the good match in evaporation and effective
recuperation (see Subsection 6.3.1)
" High power density in terms of kW of net power production per kg/sec of working fluid,
which minimizes auxiliary consumption such as the power consumption of the brine pumps.
Superior geothermal standalone plants have a large density in the 500 kW/(kg/sec) range.
Our proposed hybrid cycle's value is 375 kW/(kg/sec). It incorporates 50% solar heat input
(which generates high levels of power per kg/sec of working fluid) but includes a relatively
large air-cooled condenser power load.
We note that the so-called "literature" conditions can be generated for our hybrid cycle, but
they lead to lower thermodynamic performance. This might be due to a combination of the drive
toward the lowest allowable pressure at the outlet of the turbines and the decoupling of the two
pressure/turbine loops.
6.2 Disadvantages of the Current Kalina Hybrid Plant Configuration
Here, we summarize the main reasons for the low performance of the current Kalina hybrid
plant configuration. In the next section, we discuss potential changes that directly address these
disadvantages.
Absence of heat regeneration in the cycle
The current hybrid cycle does not incorporate heat regeneration, which would make use of
remaining latent heat at the turbines exhaust (Subsection 6.3.1).
Absence of reheat in the cycle
The current cycle configuration does not make use of reheat, which would consist of
reheating the exhaust of the high-pressure turbine (HP-TURB) and passing it through the low-
pressure turbine (LP-TURB), for example. This would require the exhaust of the two turbines to
have different pressures (Subsection 6.3.2).
High level of condensation at turbine exhaust
In the current cycle configuration, the turbine exhaust streams are relatively wetter than is
usually acceptable in conventional turbines. Indeed, in the design basis configuration, the HP-
TURB and LP-TURB exhaust streams are only 90% and 85% vapor, respectively (Table 4). This
translates into a substantial penalty on the turbine efficiencies, which is dictated by the Baumann
rule (Appendix A). Consequently, the net work output of each of the two turbines is penalized
(wetness levels usually do not exceed 5-7% in conventional steam turbines).
Low low-pressure turbine pressure ratio
In the current Kalina hybrid cycle, the pressure ratio achieved in LP-TURB is relatively low
as compared to that achieved in HP-TURB. For the set of design basis conditions, for example,
the pressure ratio in the former is only about 4, while it is about 116 in the latter. This substantial
difference, while the relative portions of working fluid mass flows through the turbines are
comparable (12.2 kg/sec versus 13.4 kg/sec, respectively), puts the performance of LP-TURB at
a significant disadvantage.
Potentially inappropriate working fluid choice for the temperature range in the hybrid
The ammonia-water mixture is the conventional choice for a working fluid in Kalina
applications. However, traditional Kalina cycles operate at a lower temperature range (about
150'C) than that present in the current Kalina hybrid cycle (see Literature Review, Part 2). That
is, the higher temperatures reached by the working fluid in such a geothermal-solar hybrid
(360*C) may call for different component mixtures (Subsection 6.3.5).
6.3 Potential Changes to Current Configuration
A different Kalina cycle configuration could yield higher power coefficients of performance
and thermal efficiencies. A number of changes are thought to present opportunities for such
improvements. The list below does not aim at covering all possible changes, but to point out the
ones that have been brought to our attention in this study.
6.3.1 Heat Regeneration
In the current Kalina hybrid configuration, temperatures at the turbine outlets are such that
the working fluid flows may be at a state between the mixture bubble point and the mixture dew
point (in mixtures, there is available latent heat in this entire temperature range). The additional
energy is unused in our Kalina plant configuration. This means that there is an incomplete use of
the energy potential of the working fluid in our hybrid example, which could be remedied if the
turbine exhaust stream is used to pre-heat the working fluid after the first pressure increase, for
example. To sum up, our Kalina configuration does not take advantage of regenerative heat,
which drives its thermodynamic performance down.
In the design basis, fluid leaves the turbine at a temperature (87'C after both turbine exhaust
streams are mixed) substantially above the bubble temperature at the exhaust pressure (66'C at 1
bar for a 25%-75% ammonia-water mixture). Regeneration could therefore be used to preheat the
working fluid before it goes through the geothermal heat exchanger, by using the latent heat
available at the turbine exhaust. In this way, we can alleviate the currently disproportionately
high heat duty on the ACC.
Alternatively, the Kalina plant could use the liquid phase at the exit from the high-pressure
flash drum to preheat the working fluid after the first main pressure increase. One such
application is presented in the conceptual Kalina KCS34g design (Lazzeri and Bruzzone, 1995),
whose implementation was carried out by the company Exergy, Inc. and documented by
Recurrent Resources, an engineering consulting firm. The plant achieves higher thermal and
utilization efficiencies than the simpler (without heat recovery) plant configuration considered.
Other Kalina configurations with reheat from the exhaust of the flash drum to preheat the
mixture are available in the literature (Mlcak, 2002, for example).
In conclusion, substantial improvements in performance might be observed if a heat
recuperator is used to preheat the working fluid with the fluid from the expander outlet (states 5
and 10 in Figure 3). We reiterate, here, that both the geothermal and the solar standalone plants
make use of regenerative heat, which puts them at a substantive advantage when the synergy
analysis is presented (Part 5).
6.3.2 Reheat
Another change to the present cycle configuration would make use of the concept of reheat,
which is widely used in solar steam plants. One possibility would be to reheat the exhaust stream
of the high-pressure turbine (HP-TURB) with solar heat and to use this high-temperature, lower-
pressure stream to further drive the low-pressure turbine (LP-TURB). In this configuration, the
two turbine exhaust streams would not be constrained to the same pressure, as it is the case in
our hybrid configuration. Instead, the outlet of the high-pressure turbine would be set at the
pressure level reached by the first pump, for example. Among other advantages, this would
improve the efficiency of the cycle, as more of the heat flow into the cycle would occur at higher
temperature. In addition, the use of reheat tends to increase the quality at the low-pressure
turbine output, which is low in the current configuration. Finally, reheat would balance the
pressure ratios in the two turbines, which at the moment are substantially different.
6.3.3 Solar Heat Usage
Another change involves the use of solar heat in an alternative location in the cycle, or the
use of solar heat in multiple locations. For example, one alternative would be to further
evaporate the working fluid at the exit from the geothermal heat exchanger (state 3 in Figure 3)
with high-temperature solar heat. In the chosen design specifications, for example, the mixture is
only 48% vapor at that state and can still benefit from more heat absorption. This placement of
the solar heat would therefore lead to relatively more flow in state 4, and would allow the cycle
to reach higher pressures in state 2C, which should further increase the thermodynamic
performance of the cycle. The merits of this change are yet to be determined, and would have to
be investigated through Aspen simulations in future work. It is a promising change particularly if
the two turbines and pressure rises are reduced to one pressure rise and turbine loop (see next
Subsection).
6.3.4 One vs. Two Pressure and Turbine Loops
In our proposed Kalina hybrid configuration, fluid flows through both the low-pressure, low-
temperature turbine and the high-pressure, high-temperature turbine. Given that the high-
temperature turbine (HP-TURB) is the one that generates more power per kg/sec of working
fluid flow, we would like to optimize the proportion of fluid that passes through it.
One issue resides in the following: when the ammonia molar concentration is relatively low
(30% and less in our case), state 6 obtains relatively more fluid and the throughput of HP-TURB
is increased, which increases the performance characteristics but also leads to higher Qatio. When
the ammonia molar concentration is relatively high (more than 30% in our case), state 4 obtains
relatively more fluid and the throughput of HP-TURB is decreased, which decreases the
performance characteristics but also leads to lower Q,-atio. If there were only one pressure-turbine
loop, all the working fluid would flow through the same turbine (while regenerative heat could
still be implemented). One issue with this design would be related to the appropriate way to
operate the plant in cases where solar heat input is substantially decreased (nighttime and low-
sunlight plant operation conditions).
6.3.5 Working Fluid Mixture
The choice of working fluid mixture also affects the overall performance of the plant. In our
case, an ammonia-water mixture was chosen; it is the most commonly used combination in
Kalina cycle applications, with a relatively low boiling point component (ammonia) and a
relatively high boiling point component (water). Still, other mixtures are possible, such as
mixtures of two or more hydrocarbons, mixtures of two or more refrigerants, or mixtures of
hydrocarbons and refrigerants.
In low- to medium-temperature applications, organic fluids have several properties which
provide them with potential advantages over water (steam) and are prone to superior cycle
performance: a low boiling point, which allows the organic fluids to flash at low temperatures; a
high molecular weight and latent heat of vaporization, which allow organic fluids to operate with
a lower flow rate, and hence allow the turbo-machinery to be simpler; and a low preheat and
vaporization energy ratio. In addition, organic fluids display non-condensing characteristics
during expansion (Figure 16). Steam in part condenses on the turbine blades during expansion
(due to its dome-shaped temperature-enthalpy diagram), resulting in reduced efficiency if it is
not superheated sufficiently.
On the other hand, organic fluids may reach chemical decomposition at the temperatures
reached by the solar heat source (up to 360*C). They also require more pumping power to be
brought to high pressures than water per kg/sec of working fluid. Therefore, power consumption
in pumps might be higher than those achieved with the water-ammonia mixture.
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Figure 16. Pressure-enthalpy and temperature-entropy diagrams for a generic organic fluid (DiPippo,
2008).
We note that in general, the working fluid may be a mixture of any number of compounds
with favorable thermodynamic characteristics and solubility. The large temperature range used in
the present cycle, namely ambient-360'C, further motivates such an investigation. Different
working fluid combinations are not studied in the present work, but could be investigated in the
interest of maximizing plant performance for the current (and similar) application.
6.3 Proposed Alternative Design
The following modified Kalina hybrid configuration (Figure 18) incorporates some of the
changes mentioned above. Solar heat is incorporated into a single pressure-turbine loop, and heat
regeneration is implemented through a pre-heater that uses the liquid phase from the flash drum
(PREHEAT) and a recuperator that uses the exhaust from the turbine (RECUP). In this scenario,
the geothermal heat exchanger might only pre-heat the mixture to saturation (and thereby obtain
a smooth temperature profile match) before the solar heat evaporates and superheats the mixture.
WF-PUMP
Figure 18. Proposed alternative Kalina geothermal-solar hybrid plant configuration.
We note that Figure 18 offers just one example of an alternative cycle configuration; it does
not occult the numerous other possible configurations that would incorporate other combinations
of the abovementioned changes. For example, in the figure below, stream 10 is used for
regenerative heat and subsequently mixed with the turbine exhaust stream 9, in order to reduce
the ammonia concentration in the mixture before it is condensed. This does not constitute the
only plausible option, since a configuration where stream 10 is mixed with stream 4 at the outlet
of the recuperator (RECUP) is also plausible, for example.
We recognize that this cycle configuration might cause issues in off-design simulations,
given that the solar heat source is intermittent and that plant equipment (turbines and condenser
system) to account for this will be costly. Finally, this preliminary alternative is not investigated
by Aspen simulations or assessed in any way for thermodynamic superiority.
7. Conclusion
This report presents results from a research project investigating a Kalina geothermal-solar
hybrid cycle using an ammonia-water mixture as working fluid. The main objective was to
assess the thermodynamic performance of the hybrid configuration. A detailed Aspen Plus model
was developed for the hybrid, and a design base case was developed, based on engineering
design constraints and three parametric studies. The system performance is increasing in the
working fluid low pressure and decreasing in the ammonia molar concentration, but at the cost of
a correspondingly increasing relative solar heat input to the system (Figures 8 through 16). The
Kalina hybrid plant was found to produce 9.5 MW of power.
Then, the analysis focused on determining potential thermodynamic synergies between the
two energy modes. In this work, the design performance of the Kalina hybrid was compared to
that of two independent single energy-mode plants -a geothermal binary organic plant and a
solar thermal steam plant- constrained to the same geothermal and solar resources, respectively.
It was found that on a design power comparison basis, there is no synergy between geothermal
and solar energy modes. Specifically, the hybrid plant produces 29% less net power than the
combined single energy mode plants. No assessment of possible economic synergies was
attempted in this report.
In the Discussion, we discuss changes to the current Kalina hybrid cycle that can potentially
lead to higher thermodynamic performance. These include regenerating heat within the cycle,
using the solar high quality heat source in alternative locations in the cycle, employing one
pressure-turbine loop instead of two, using reheat between the two turbines, and investigating
other plausible working fluid mixtures including hydrocarbons and refrigerants. However, these
preliminary recommendations are yet to be investigated by Aspen simulations and assessed for
thermodynamic superiority.
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APPENDIX A. Kalina Geothermal-Solar Hybrid Cycle Aspen Model
Appendix Overview
This appendix presents the technical details necessary to reproduce the Aspen Plus flowsheet
configuration and optimization study for the Kalina geothermal-solar hybrid model studied in
this report.
The file "Kalina Hybrid Design Basis Plant.bkp" determines the net power output for a
Kalina geothermal hybrid cycle configuration assisted by solar heating for a given set of
constraints using the Aspen Plus simulation software. The following sections detail how the
simulation is set up to achieve this, and guide the user in understanding how the simulation
functions and how to make changes to the simulation.
Fixed Parameters and Decision Variables
The Kalina hybrid cycle is constrained by the following parameters:
- Geothermal fluid mass flow rate: 100 kg/s
- Geothermal fluid source temperature: 150 0C
- Dead-state temperature (design basis air ambient temperature): 20'C
- Turbine isentropic efficiency: 85% for fully-vapor expansions
<85% when liquid present (via the Baumann equation)
- Mechanical/generator efficiency: 98%
- Pump efficiency: 80%
- Condenser degrees of sub-cooling: 2*C
- Main heat exchanger Hot Stream Outlet Temperature: 5*C
- No pressure drops in all heat exchangers.
For these constraints, the cycle net power output is optimized by varying three variables:
- Working fluid high pressure 1 (at outlet of first pump, state 2A in Figure 3)
- Working fluid high pressure 2 (at outlet of second pump, state 8 in Figure 3)
- Molar concentration of ammonia in the working fluid mixture (at state 2C in Figure 3).
Relevant remarks at this stage of modeling are mentioned in Part 4 of this report.
The following sections describe important settings used in the Aspen Plus simulation. The
format follows the options as they are listed in the data browser. A description of the simulation
calculation sequence, as seen in the control panel during simulations, is also given to clarify how
the simulation operates.
Process Flowsheet for the Kalina Geothermal-Solar Hybrid Cycle
An Aspen flowsheet of the Kalina hybrid cycle with solar heating is reproduced from Part 4
of this report (Figure 3). The cycle is referred to as "Kalina" because the working fluid is a two-
component mixture and its composition varies at different stages of the plant configuration. In
this case, the working fluid is a mixture of ammonia and water. Note that in the schematic, the
solar loop is represented only by a heater (HX-SOL), which is the way solar heating is modeled
in Aspen for this study.
The main heat exchanger (HX-GEO) heats the working fluid with the geothermal brine,
causing partial evaporation (for mixtures, there is no isothermal phase transition as the fluid is
heated from low to high temperature). Therefore, the working fluid maintains a smooth
temperature-enthalpy curve.
WF-PUMP1
Figure 3 (reproduced). Kalina geothermal-solar hybrid plant configuration with ammonia-water
WF. Streams and component blocks as defined in Aspen. The solar heat transfer fluid loop is omitted for
clarity; only a basic heater component is included in the diagram (HX-SOL). The flash drums (LP-
FLASH and HP-FLASH) yield ammonia-rich vapor above and water-rich liquid below.
The next sections walk the user through each of the standard Aspen Plus subsections in the
data browser.
Aspen Plus: Setup
The flash convergence can be set to a small error tolerance to achieve convergence in the
flowsheet. The tight tolerance ensures higher accuracy of each property calculation such that the
convergence loops will converge smoothly without "noise" from the property calculations. This
is achieved as follows:
Setup ->Simulation Options -+Flash Convergence 4Flash Options -Error Tolerance: le-6
Aspen Plus: Components
Specifications
The compounds in Table 6 were used for the Kalina hybrid cycle.
Table 6. Components used in Aspen Plus plant simulations.
Ammonia NH3 Working Fluid
Water H20 Working Fluid and
Geothermal Brine
Air N2 78%, 02 21%, Other 1% ACC Cold Fluid
Aspen Plus: Properties
Specifications
The Pressure-Volume-Temperature thermodynamic properties of the fluid are based on the
REFerence PROPerties (REFPROP) model. The NBS Steam Tables are used for water properties
and the Benedict-Webb-Rubin-Starling (BWRS) equation of state (EOS) model is used for air
properties, but these designations are made inside individual solver blocks, as noted below.
Aspen Plus: Streams
The following streams must be defined for the simulation to run:
- Working Fluid Stream: 2'C
e Temperature and pressure unimportant - initial guesses will be changed by
simulation
e WF-2C is set to a temperature of approximately 33'C, a pressure of approximately
5 bar, and a mass flow rate of 30 kg/s, for consistency with calculator block
calculations.
e The mass flow will be changed by the simulation to meet the design
specifications.
- Geothermal Fluid Stream: GEOl
" Pressure: 20 bar
e Temperature: 150 C
e Mass Flow Rate: 100 kg/s
- Air Stream: AIR1
* Air flow through air-cooled condenser (ACC)
e Temperature: 20'C (ambient)
e Pressure: 1 bar (assuming plant site is near sea level).
Aspen Plus: Blocks
A list of the unit operations used in the simulation spreadsheet and relevant block
specifications is listed below. The blocks are listed in the order in which they are encountered
while moving around the Kalina hybrid cycle:
- HX-GEO (GEOthermal Heat Exchanger) - Heats working fluid to partial evaporation
* Input Specification: 700C temperature at hot stream outlet
e Block Options -->Properties -->Hot Side -+Property Method: STEAMNBS
- Uses steam tables property method for geothermal fluid
- HX-SOL (SOLar Heat Exchanger)
e Input specification: temperature at outlet is 360'C
- LP-TURB (Turbine/Generator) - Expands vapor to produce electricity
" Isentropic expansion
e Efficiency controlled by BAUMANN 1 design specification
- HP-TURB (Turbine/Generator) - Expands vapor to produce electricity
" Isentropic expansion
" Efficiency controlled by BAUMANN2 design specification
- MIX 1 (Mixing Tee) - Rejoins streams 5 and 10 after turbines
- MIX2 (Mixing Tee) - Rejoins streams 2B and 2A after first pump (WF-PUMP1)
- ACC (Air-Cooled Condenser) - Condenses working fluid
" Shortcut ACC
e Specification: Working fluid exits ACC as a liquid with 2C of sub-cooling
" MFAIR design specification controls the air mass flow rate through ACC
- LP-FLASH (Low Pressure FLASH drum) - Separates state 3 in liquid phase (state 4) and
vapor phase (state 6)
e Input Specification: Pressure and heat duty set to zero.
- HP-FLASH (High Pressure FLASH drum) - Separates state 8 in liquid phase (state 2B)
and vapor phase (state 9)
- GEO-PUMP (GEOthermal PUMP) - Ensures that geothermal fluid is returned to its
initial pressure before it is re-injected
e Input Specification: Pressure at outlet is 20 bar (arbitrary pressure based on
literature values)
- WF-PUMP 1 (Working Fluid Pump 1) - Pumps condensed working fluid up to low-
pressure turbine inlet pressure
e Efficiency: 80%
e TURBPOUT Design Specification controls pressure at outlet of pump during
simulation
- WF-PUMP2 (Working Fluid Pump 2) - Pumps condensed working fluid up to high-
pressure turbine inlet pressure
e Efficiency: 80%
" TURBPOUT Design Specification controls pressure at outlet of pump during
simulation
e TURBP Calculator Block ensures that turbine outlet pressures are matched
Running the Design Basis Simulation
Aspen Plus: Flowsheeting Options and Model Analysis Tools
The unit operation models are combined with Design Specifications, Calculator Blocks, and
Sensitivity Studies. These are presented here in the order in which they appear in the simulation
sequence. The "Calculation Sequence", or order in which the blocks are processed, is shown in
the window of the left-hand side of the "Control Panel" tab, after it is generated by reinitializing
the simulation and taking one single step forward in the simulation. Detailing the calculation
blocks in the order they are processed will make the overall simulation easier to follow.
Set-up:
- Working Fluid Specification:
* Initial guess conditions for the WF are specified in streams 1, 2C, and 3.
- Dead-State Temperature Specification
If the dead-state temperature is to be reset, the following steps should be taken:
* Parameter 2 (TAMB) must have its initial value reset (details in Table 9).
Outline of Calculation Sequence:
A general outline of how the calculation sequence works and the calculation blocks included
in each part is as follows. Note that "Initialize Simulation" sets key initial temperatures and
pressures in the simulation to their initial values.
Detailed List of Calculation Sequence Block:
Optimization of Thermal Efficiency (Inactive)
- Modeling Analysis Tools 90ptimization -+ OPT-EFF (OPTimize thermal
EFFiciency)
o Maximize plant work thermal efficiency (ratio of net power output to total heat
input to the cycle)
o Vary working fluid high pressure 1 (state 2A).
- Vary between 2 bar and 10 bar
o Vary working fluid high pressure 2 (state 7).
- Vary between 20 bar and 150 bar
o Vary the working fluid ammonia molar fraction
- Vary between 10% and 40%
The following Design Specifications are run during each simulation loop to translate the design
decisions into plant characteristics.
- MFAIR (Mass Flow of AIR):
o Sets air mass flow rate into the ACC based on the rule-of-thumb decided in design
phase: temperature rise of air in ACC is half as large (6.5 C) as the temperature
difference between temperature difference between temperature of working fluid
at outlet of ACC and ambient temperature
- LMTD (Log-Mean Temperature Difference)
o Sets working fluid mass flow rate such that the hot stream output temperature
specification (70*C) in the geothermal heat exchanger (HX-GEO) is satisfied
- BAUMANN1 (BAUMANN rule 1):
o Accounts for wetness of working fluid in the low-pressure turbine (LP-TURB)
- Efficiency of turbine is 85% for all vapor
= Efficiency is penalized for liquid in turbine according to Baumann rule
- BAUMANN2 (BAUMANN rule 2):
o Accounts for wetness of working fluid in the high-pressure turbine (HP-TURB)
- Efficiency of turbine is 85% for all vapor
- Efficiency is penalized for liquid in turbine according to Baumann rule
- TURBPOUT (TURBine Pressure OUTlet):
o Sets the turbine exit pressure based on the rule-of-thumb decided in design phase:
temperature of working fluid at outlet of ACC is 13 C higher than the ambient
temperature.
The following Calculator Blocks contain the core flowsheet and convergence loops that
must be solved for each simulation loop (with or without Sensitivity Study or Optimization
activated).
- QGEOSOL (GEOthermal and SOLar heat (Q) duties): DEACTIVATED
o Ensures that the solar heat duty is only 25% of the geothermal heat duty; in other
words, the solar heat duty accounts for only 20% (a small fraction) of the total
heat input to the cycle
- TURBP (Pressureat at outlet of TURBines):
o Ensures that both turbine outlet pressures (from LP-TURB and HP-TURB) match
o This is done so that the cycle makes use of all "available" pressure drop in both
turbines. If the pressures were allowed to differ, there would always be a loss in
"available" pressure drop in one of the turbines.
- PERFORM (power coefficient of PERFORMance):
o Determines the power coefficient of performance according to definition provided
in Part 4 of this report.
- WNET (NET power/Work output Calculation): Calculator Block
o Calculates the plant net power output, which is the net sum of the positive
contribution of the turbine and the negative contributions of the ACC and cycle
pumps (parasitic loads)
- THEFF (THermal EFFiciency):
o Calculates the plant thermal efficiency, based on the net power output value from
the WNET calculator block and the standard efficiency equation.
Figure 19 shows the chosen hybrid plant design basis flowsheet, with important state properties
and cycle quantities specified.
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Figure 19. Aspen Plus schematic of the Kalina hybrid cycle with solar heating at design conditions
(P = 3.5 bar, P 2 = 100 bar, and molar concentration in ammonia = 25%).
Flowsheet Parameters: Design Basis and Simulation Mode
Finally, Table 7 summarizes the main information for the important parameters used in the
various flowsheet calculations. This is provided to the reader because Aspen Plus does not
tabulate them in an organized way.
Table 7. List of important parameters used in the Aspen design basis simulation.
THEFF Thermal efficiency THEFF
2 TAMB Ambient temperature 20 0C TURBPOUT
3 WNET Net power output 0 MW WNET
5 WACC Work parasitic load in 0 MW WNETACC
11 EFFGEO Thermal efficiency in 0.1244 PERFORM
geo-only plant
12 EFFSOL Thermal efficiency in 0.2913 PERFORM
solar-only plant
13 WREF Reference net work 0 MW PERFORM
output (from standalones)
15 QRATIO Ratio of solar to . PERFORMgeothermal heat duties
19 COP Power coefficient of 0 PERFORMperformance
APPENDIX B. Geothermal ORC and Solar Thermal Cycles Aspen Models
B.1 Supercritical Geothermal Organic Rankine Cycle: Design Basis Power Output
This section summarizes the results of the geothermal binary plant design basis optimization.
The steps of this analysis are similar to those undertaken for the Kalina hybrid in a previous part
of this report (Part 4). Therefore, a considerable amount of detail is omitted here for
conciseness.
Supercritical Geothermal Plant Configuration. Figure 20 represents the plant as it appears in
Aspen Plus. All pictorial details described earlier still hold; the main differences are the different
working fluid (which leads to the absence of flash drums), the absence a solar heater, and the
presence of only one pressure loop. We note here that a more rigorous comparison would have
used a Kalina geothermal plant, but since the performance of Kalina and Rankine simple
geothermal power plants is similar, as demonstrated by the literature (with a slight advantage to
the Kalina cycle for simple configurations and a negligible one when the recuperator is added in
the Rankine cycle, as is done here), using the Rankine cycle is not believed to cause any issues.
Appendix A contains a detailed guide for Aspen users, which is still valid -in most part- for the
geothermal-only case.
Figure 20. Supercritical geothermal-only binary plant, shown with recuperator.
Plant Fixed Parameters. The main assumptions pertaining to this plant are detailed below.
Most of these exactly match the hybrid assumptions, in order to provide for a coherent
comparison of the plants. Mainly, the geothermal binary plant uses the same design basis
geothermal resource and ambient conditions as the hybrid plant.
Geofluid Assumptions
- Brine mass flow rate = 100 kg/s
- Temperature = 150 0C
- Brine return temperature > 70*C
Equipment Assumptions
- No pressure drops in heat exchangers
- ACC power absorption = 0.115 kW/(kg/s, air) (Stillwater plant)
- Turbine isentropic efficiency = 85% (Baumann rule active)
- Turbine mechanical efficiency = 98%
- Pump efficiency = 80%.
Design Specifications
- ACC degrees of sub-cooling = 2*C
- Main heat exchanger LMTD = 10*C
- Recuperator temperature approach = 5oC.
Optimization Sequence. The quantity maximized in the Aspen optimizer is again the net power
output, denoted by WNET (Eq. 1). The decision variables are as follows:
- Pump outlet pressure (cycle maximum pressure): Stream 6
- Turbine outlet pressure (through the ACC temperature approach): Stream 3
- Working fluid mass flow rate.
Results. For the geothermal binary plant, the optimized design basis net power output is the
following:
WGEO = (WNET)design basis = 4.21 MW. (7)
Table 8 summarizes the main plant design parameters obtained through this optimization
process.
Table 8. Design basis key parameters for the geothermal-only supercritical plant, optimized for
maximum net power output.
(kg/s) (bar) (bar) (MW) (MW) (MW) -- (MW)
156.2 46.5 7.8 5.5 0.63 0.66 12.44% 4.21
B.2 Solar Superheat Steam Cycle: Design Basis Power Output
This section presents the model used for the solar stand-alone plant and the detailed steps of
its optimization. For the purpose of this study, we modeled the solar plant based on commercial
high-performance solar steam cycles in order to achieve a high thermal efficiency. This plant
should not be regarded as an endorsed design for a Rankine steam cycle, but rather as a tool
necessary to estimate the power output achieved by a solar cycle that uses the same collector area
as the hybrid.
Overall Solar Plant Configuration. The Rankine solar steam plant shown in Figure 21 uses
solar oil "Therminol-VP" to superheat steam at high pressure. After a first high-pressure
expansion in the turbine, the steam is reheated before being fed to the second set of turbines. At
the outlet of the medium-pressure turbine, a small fraction of the steam is redirected to a
deaerating feed-water heater, while the majority of the steam is further expanded to sub-
atmospheric levels in the low-pressure turbine.
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Figure 21. Solar thermal Rankine steam plant, shown with re-heater and deaerator. The solar heat
transfer fluid is Therminol-VPl. In Aspen Plus, an air-cooled condenser 'equivalent' parasitic load on net
power output was incorporated through a calculator block affecting the condenser (CONDENS).
Plant Fixed Parameters. The main assumptions pertaining to this plant were decided based on
a detailed review of existing commercial plant designs (U.S. Department of Energy), experiential
rules-of-thumb provided by my supervisors at the MIT Energy Initiative, and thermodynamic
requirements imposed by this particular plant. Short explanations are provided for most of the
assumptions below.
Solar Outside Loop Assumptions
- Solar collector area = Solar collector area in hybrid = 57,580 m 2
This assumption fixes the overall size of the solar plant, such that the heat duty
transferred to the working fluid is the same as in the solar portion of the Kalina hybrid
plant. It should be viewed as a reference basis only.
- Maximum solar heat transfer oil temperature = 3700 C
At higher temperatures, Therminol-VP starts to decompose.
- Solar collector efficiencies:
e Thermal efficiency = 75%
This value was used in order to be consistent with the one used in the hybrid plant.
We recognize, however, that reaching temperatures of the order of 360"C inside the
solar collectors will result in higher thermal losses to the environment. Therefore, a
more precise assumption for this efficiency might be some percentage points lower.
* Optical efficiency = 75%
This value was used in order to be consistent with the one used in the hybrid plant.
Equipment Assumptions
- Turbine isentropic efficiency = 85%
This is assumed to be constant, with no Baumann rule active for simplicity. Since the
expansion processes lie outside the 2-phase region, this assumption introduces no error.
- Turbine mechanical efficiency = 98%
- Pump efficiency = 80%
- LP turbine:
* Outlet pressure = 0.07 bar / 1 psi
This was chosen in order to achieve the highest levels of power output in the solar-
only plant. We acknowledge, here, that this would imply using Air-Cooled
Condensers (ACC) at sub-atmospheric pressures. Since this is not common, it would
have to be checked with ACC vendors for feasibility. Allowing sub-atmospheric
pressure operation plays an important role in the synergy analysis results (Part 5).
* Outlet steam quality > 95%
To avoid erosion of the turbine blades.
- Steam pressure to deaerator = 2 bar
This pressure was set so that the feed to the deaerator is maintained substantially above
atmospheric pressure to allow for venting of entrained air.
Design Specifications
- Main heat exchanger therminol Tout = Reheater therminol Tout
This was set for two reasons: (a) it minimizes the irreversible losses that would result
from mixing two streams of different temperatures; (b) it determines the fractions of solar
oil going to each of the main heat exchanger (HXMAIN) and the re-heater (REHEAT)
- High-pressure turbine outlet steam = Saturated vapor or superheated vapor
This is achieved in order to avoid any erosion issue of the high-pressure turbine blades.
- Deaerator outlet is saturated liquid, i.e., steam vapor fraction = 0%
This is necessary so that the inlet to the main working fluid pump is saturated (or slightly
sub-cooled) liquid.
Optimization Sequence. In the solar stand-alone plant, the optimization objective function used
is the thermal efficiency, iy0 t. The thermal efficiency is the standard performance metric for solar
thermal power plants and is expressed as follows:
WSOL
risoL =SOL'
where
WSOL = net power output of the power plant (MW), and
QsoL = heat duty on the solar collectors (MW).
(8)
The numerator is a quantity optimized in both the hybrid plant and the geothermal binary
plant, and the denominator is fixed for the purposes of this study (fixed solar duty equal to that of
the solar portion of the hybrid plant). Therefore, optimizing the thermal efficiency is equivalent
to optimizing net power output for the solar plant.
The four optimization decision variables are:
- Cycle maximum pressure (pump outlet pressure): Stream STEAM2
- High-pressure turbine pressure ratio: Block HP-TURB
- Main heat exchanger steam Tout: Block HX-MAIN
- Steam mass flow rate
Results. The optimization results for the solar thermal Rankine cycle are presented in Table 9.
Table 9. Solar thermal Rankine cycle design parameters.
(kg/s) (bar) (bar) (MW) (MW) (MW) -- (MW)
10.3 29.4 0.01 12.1 0.10 2.73 29.13% 9.42
The maximized net power output for this solar stand-alone plant is calculated from the
optimized value of the thermal efficiency and the fixed solar heat duty:
WSot = (WNET)design basis = 9.42 MW (9)
